
REDEFINING LUXURY
TRANSPORTATION



Mobile Medical

Mobile Medical Unit
Battisti Customs’ mobile medical units are equipped with custom 
designed laminate cabinets with Corian® tops, medical grade exam 
beds, ultra soft-touch materials, high-gloss wood, plumbed restrooms, 
and all the luxury quality materials used in every Battisti Customs unit. 
Medical units are available on a variety of manufacturer chassis. 

Mobile Offce
Mobile offces have proven to be one of the best time management
tools for people on the go. Battisti’s mobile offces ooer worrk stations,  
swivel seating, fold-out tray tables, restrooms, rkitchenettes, refrigerators, 
microwaves, luxury wood-grain accents and upholstery. Battisti produces 
its luxury, commercial line of mobile offces on multiple platforms.



Mobile Botox®  Unit
Battisti Customs’ mobile Botox® units are equipped with custom-designed 
laminate cabinets with Corian® tops, medical grade exam beds, ultra 
soft-touch materials,  high-gloss wood, refrigerator, freezer, show style 
cabinets for item display, using all the luxury quality materials produced 
in every Battisti Customs’ unit. 

Mobile Prenatal Unit
The Battisti Customs’ prenatal unit is purpose built and has a luxury interior 
with a modern, inviting and comforting atmosphere. This unit is equipped 
with direct HDMI port connection for the ultrasound machine of your 
choice to be displayed on a 32" smart TV. Seating, walls and exam bed 
are hand-upholstered in durable, soft-touch material and all units come 
complete with a state-of-the-art electronic system.



Mercedes-Benz® Sprinter Bus
Battisti Customs’ Sprinter Maximus Equipt measures 6" longer x 10" 
wider x 9" taller in its interior dimensions than the largest Sprinter van on 
the marrket. The design utilizes lightweight, anticorrosive materials to 
ensure vehicle longevity. Maximum capacity is easily achieved while 
still providing a larger aisle and a spacious interior.

Cruise Master
The Cruise Master is the ultimate in weerkend travel for couples who 
prefer to stay in hotels as they travel the country. The finest amenities are 
included to get away in luxury, style and class. The Cruise Master is 
equipped with ultra soft-touch power seats, smart audio/video 
electronics, restroom, refrigerator, microwave, high-gloss, wood-grain 
accents, fold-out bench to chaise lounge and wood floors.



G2.5
The G2.5 from Battisti boasts the most refined luxury Sprinter interior in the 
livery marrket. Amenities include; the quietest and most effcient 66,000  
BTU ducted AC/heat system in the Sprinter marrket, top end electronics 
warrantied by industry suppliers, luxury soft-touch materials on top quality, 
custom made seats, high-gloss, wood-grain accents, Maybach ceiling, 
and a large capacity bar.

Mobile Gaming Unit
Battisti Customs produces the ultimate in mobile gaming units. The 
Sprinter comes fully equipped with a premium sound system, front and 
rear touch screen, Apple TV, and programmed iPads to operate functions 
of the vehicle. Wireless internet, multiple 42" and 46" LED TVs with custom 
cabinetry for Play Stations, XBOX 360s and Nintendo Wii, high-gloss wood 
accents and a large capacity bar add to this mobile gaming experience.



Limo Bus
Battisti Customs produces luxury conversions on multiple platforms 
including Mercedes Sprinter vans and cutaways, Ford Transit vans and 
cutaways and the Dodge ProMaster. They also perform a variety of limo 
and specialty upfits for various bus manufacturers, including an exclusive 
agreement with Berrkshire Coach. Battisti combines luxury interiors with a 

perfectly designed interior layout and unmatched lighting combinations 
for corporate or party clients. Other interior features include top end 
electronics, luxury soft-touch materials on top quality, custom made 
seats, high-gloss, wood-grain accents, and a large capacity bar, marking 
Battisti the highest quality interior upfitter in the industry today.
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